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Dishcloth Duo

Getting Started
This project was inspired by a request for a pattern from
Mariko’s web log found at www.supereggplant.com. It is
based on a pattern from a Japanese web site and translated
based on pictures only. The dishcloth pattern, is my version
of the “traditional” pattern to make a set.

Yarn (Dishcloth & Scrubby)
1 skein (2 oz) Sugar ‘n Cream
(100% Cotton)
Any worsted weight yarn may be
substituted for varying results.
Needles
Size 5.5mm or 6.0mm (US #9 or
#10)

les Dishcloth

Row: K1, yo (in the opposite direction – this prevents a hole when knit), Knit to the end of the row.
the Increase row until reaching a total of 43 sts. Knit 1 row even.
e Row: K1, K2tog, Knit to the end of the row.
the Decrease row until reaching a total of 3 sts. BO all sts.

r Scrubby
ts.
w: Knit
lip 1, K2tog, K13, K1 into the front and K1 into the back of the same stitch (inc), K1
lip 1, K1 into the front and K1 into the back of the same stitch (inc), K13, K2tog, K1

rows 1 & 2 a total of 10 times. (20 rows). BO all sts.
gether CO and BO edges. Draw a string through the slipped sts of one edge, pull tightly and secure. Repeat
ther slip stitch edge.

s:
A two-color version can be created by alternating colors every two rows.
The Scrubby is often done in acrylic yarn, as it appears to have more scrubbing power!

free pattern written by Gwen Bortner for Knitability, LLC. This pattern may be used for your own personal use,
or for charitable donations. You may make printed copies of the pattern for free distribution, but it may not be

is copyright notice must remain attached to the pattern when distributed in print or in electronic form.

Abbreviations

BO Bind Off
CO Cast On
K Knit
inc Increase
st(s) Stitch(es)
tog Together
yo Yarn Over


